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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

1. This Reply Argument is submitted on behalf of the Thermal Generation Communities 

(TGC) whose participants, for purposes of this proceeding, include the Town of Inuvik, 

the Village of Fort Simpson and the Town of Norman Wells.

2. In preparing this Reply, the TGC received and reviewed submissions filed on behalf of: 

(i) Northwest Territories Power Corporation (NTPC); (ii) the City of Yellowknife and the 

Town of Hay River; and (iii) Northland Utilities (YK) Limited and Northland Utilities 

(NWT) Limited. 

3. While the TGC's Argument provides a comprehensive discussion and analysis of the 

TGC's positions in relation to matters arising in the current proceeding, it is the TGC's 

view that certain issues raised in the argument of NTPC and other parties require further 

comment. 

4. Matters addressed in Argument and not requiring further comment at this time have not 

been included in this submission. Silence on any issue should not be construed as 

agreement with the positions or recommendations of any other party in this proceeding. 

2.0 PHASE 1 COMPLIANCE FILING

2.1 RISK REGISTER FOR CAPITAL PROJECTS 

5. NTPC argues that the risk register should only apply to capital projects in excess of 

$5.0M. This is clearly contrary to Board's reasons in Phase 1 Decision 16-2017, Board 

Directive #5 and NTPC's own “Capital Planning and Portfolio Management Processes” 

document. Accordingly, these arguments must be rejected. 

6. In Phase 1 Decision 16-2017, the Board expressed the concern that “a blanket 

contingency reserve up to 30% that is not based on risk assessment" does not "help 

identify potential project risks" or "help plan for effective mitigation of such risks in the 
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project plan.”1 The Board was responding directly to the TGC’s evidence2 and Argument,3 

both of which advocated for the use of a risk register for all major capital projects in 

excess of $0.4M. For example, the TGC Argument noted:

397. The TGC recommends the Board direct NTPC to provide, as part of the 
actual cost of each major (greater than $0.400M) capital project, a detailed 
reconciliation of the forecast versus actual dollars associated with each risk 
factor that was contemplated in the determination of the contingency 
allowance. This matter was further discussed at the hearing as follows: 

If you do have a risk register, it basically accounts or takes into 
account the known unknowns. Essentially, the known unknowns 
are those risks that you know are going to arise from the 
execution, for example, of a project. Then you would look at the 
actuals against that risk.4 [Emphasis added]

7. It is apparent that the Board was responding to TGC’s Evidence and Argument related to 

the estimation of Contingency Allowance for all major capital projects, i.e. projects in 

excess of $0.4M. This fact notwithstanding, NTPC makes the curious assertion in its 

Argument that the Board Decision 16-2017 does not “require risk registers for every 

project” [emphasis added].5 With respect, NTPC appears to have misconstrued the TGC 

Phase 1 evidence, the TGC Phase 1 Argument, and Board Decision 16-2017. The need to 

employ risk registers in the estimation of Contingency Allowance was not in respect of 

every project, as asserted by NTPC, but rather only for major projects in excess of 

$0.4M.

8. NTPC also states that Mr. Merani acknowledged at the oral hearing that a $0.4M 

“threshold may be a ‘little low’”.6 NTPC omits the fact that Mr. Merani took the position 

that the “threshold of $400,000 can be moved up if it is causing unnecessary 

administrative difficulty”.7 However, in Decision 16-2017, the Board did not grant any 

exceptions to the use of a risk register based on administrative difficulty. The TGC also 

1 Decision 16-2017, Page 37, Para 111.
2 TGC Phase 1 Evidence, Para 128.
3 TGC Phase 1 Argument, Paras 387-402.
4 TGC Phase 1 Argument, Para 397.
5 NTPC Phase 1 Argument, Page 5, L21-22.
6 NTPC Phase 1 Argument, Page 5, L10-11.
7 Phase 1 GRA Transcript, Page 524, L19-25 to Page 525,L1-2.
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notes that Board Decision 16-2017 refers to NTPC’s use of a “blanket contingency 

reserve up to 30% that is not based on risk assessment” [emphasis added].8  The Board’s 

concern regarding the use of an “up to 30%” blanket contingency reserve is clearly 

related to major (greater than $0.4M) capital projects presented in the 2016/19 Phase 1 

GRA. Hence, there can be no doubt the Board Decision 16-2017 intended the use of risk 

registers for all major (>$0.4M) capital projects. 

9. NTPC also states that applying the risk register approach to determine contingency 

allowance to all major capital projects (>$0.4M) may not be appropriate “in light of the 

ultimate cost to customers of implementing this type of system, and the benefit that 

NTPC anticipates will result from the type of risk registry system.”9  The TGC submits 

NTPC’s assertions respecting “the ultimate cost to customers” represents new evidence 

not previously on the record and should be ignored. In any event, evidence filed in the 

NTPC 2016/19 Phase 1 Compliance Filing indicates that NTPC has in place a process to 

identify risk drivers applicable to capital projects in its finalized “Capital Planning and 

Portfolio Management Processes” document:

Early in a project life-cycle it is common to have to make assumptions in 
order to come up with a reasonable scope to start with. Assumptions 
typically are a driver for risks; later in the Project Plan a Risk Register is 
developed with strategies to minimize the impact if the assumption turns 
out to be incorrect.10 [Emphasis added]

10. The TGC notes the finalized “Capital Planning and Portfolio Management Processes” 

document is applicable to “outline capital planning and project portfolio management 

processes at NTPC”11. It is clearly intended to be a generic planning document applicable 

to all capital projects, not just projects in excess of $5.0M.

11. The TGC submits NTPC’s argument that use of a risk register to determine contingency 

allowance is not needed “in light of the ultimate cost to customers of implementing this 

8 Decision 16-2017, Para 111.
9 NTPC Argument, Page 6, L1-2.
10 2016/19 Phase 1 Compliance Filing, Response TGC.NTPC-6 Attachment 1, Page 11 of 36, Para 2 (e).
11 Ibid, Page 3 of 36.
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type of system” is baseless in light of its own evidence that shows it has developed 

processes, which will identify risks to develop a Risk Register. 

12. In summary, in response to Board Directive #5, NTPC says that it will “review project 

specific risks on a case by case basis when setting the contingency reserve for capital 

projects” for projects in excess of $0.4M, as opposed to employing a risk register 

approach. This is contrary to both Board Directive #5 and NTPC's own Capital Planning 

and Portfolio Management Processes document. This document was in draft form at the 

hearing, but is now finalized. NTPC's “case by case” review of project-specific risks has 

resulted in a lack of transparency and leaves an impression that the contingency 

allowance is “pulled from the air”. NTPC should be directed to re-file its Compliance 

Filing to specifically comply with Board Directive #5 and confirm it will employ a 

detailed risk register for all major capital projects in excess of $0.4M.

3.0 APPLICATION FOR R&V BY NTPC 

13. In Argument, NTPC referred to the TGC's written Argument regarding the 

appropriateness of using 1.2 GWh versus 5.0 GWh of diesel generation for the Snare 

Zone:

TGC also addressed the NUL concerns in its Reply Argument and submitted 
that NUL’s proposal to use the minimum generation should be dismissed as 
“NUL has provided no evidence to suggest the 1.266 GWh of diesel 
generation is a more appropriate forecast than NTPC’s forecast of 5 
GWh…”.12

14. The TGC's position identified above was based on its assessment of the evidence filed in 

the Phase 1 portion of the hearing. In Decision 16-2017, the Board ruled that the 1.266 

GWh forecast of minimum generation was more appropriate. Therefore, in Argument, the 

TGC accepted the Board’s ruling on this matter and addressed NTPC’s R&V Application 

in light of the Board's ruling.

12 NTPC R&V Application Argument, Para 20.
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15. The TGC has no further comments with respect to the issues raised by NTPC's R&V 

Application. 

4.0 PHASE 2 COMPLIANCE FILING 

16. The TGC has no further comments with respect to the issues related to NTPC’s Phase 2 

Compliance Filings. 
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